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CLIENT SUMMARY

PROJECT SUMMARY

Cape Eleuthera Foundation is a US 501(c)(3) non profit
organization with a mission to provide charitable
funding support for education, scientific research,
community leadership, and sustainable technologies.

Start: May 2016
Work Proposal: +200 hours
Platforms: Salesforce, Stripe, Squarespace, Google
Maps

THE CHALLENGE
While the Cape Eleuthera Foundation (CEF) had been on the Salesforce platform for many years, they required
updates to take advantage of the many enhancements that had occured in the Salesforce ecosystem.
Unfortunately, their prior customizations had meant that automated upgrade processes (included with NPSP)
were of no assistance. Also, a website hosting change and payment processor change required integration into
Salesforce to take advantage of automated donation recognition and tracking.

DATA REMEDIATION AND MODELLING
Recognizing that clean data is essential in any
successful migration, CEF’s data store was scoured for
duplicate contacts, incorrect data modelling, and
orphaned records. An automated process was
developed via iterative sandbox tests.
Using an external data store and a custom integration
with Google Maps, physical address information was
cleaned and normalized for the 20,000+ contacts
residing in the system. This step was key in
automating an out-of-band process for creating
households.

PAYMENT PROCESSING INTEGRATION
A custom donation process was built on Salesforce
Sites that minimized processing cost while also
increasing donation potential via recurring donations
and transaction fee coverage.
The process spans Salesforce Sites and Stripe, using
RESTful services and Webhooks to process
PCI-compliant transactions.
The result is a system which automates the creation
of Donation opportunities in Salesforce with
attribution to contacts, automatic phone and address
updating, and receipt notification.

“We've been working with Corey for over three years, and it's been a great partnership. He understands our
business, and is a valued member of our team. I'd happily recommend his services for any non-profit looking to
streamline their efforts.”

Mary Assini
Executive Director

RESULTS
CEF is now able to take advantage of NPSP
improvements in providing insightful data,
continuous application updates, and
customized soft-crediting. Donation process
improvements have resulted in a 3.5%
increase in credit card revenue.

+ 2% reduction credit card processing fees
+ Automated intake for recurring donors
+ 45% reduction in work-effort for donation
acknowledgement

Find out if solutions like this can help your organization.
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